Diversity Travel moves to Travelport
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Travelport, a leading Travel Commerce Platform, has today announced a new multi-year contract with the
UK-based travel management company, Diversity Travel.

Multi-award winning Diversity Travel specialises in travel for the academic and charity sectors and is one of
the fastest growing companies of its kind in the UK. The agreement provides Diversity Travel with access
to Travelport’s unrivalled travel content inventory, which includes fares and ancillaries from the world’s
leading network and low cost carriers and over 650,000 hotel properties (of which 550,000 are
independents).

Travelport is providing Diversity Travel with access to Travelport Smartpoint, the industry-leading point of
sale technology which redefines how travel agencies sell to their customers. Additionally, Diversity Travel
has access to the Travelport Smartpoint Software Development Kit which allows the integration of
Travelport Smartpoint with in-house agency systems. Fare distribution is another key part of the agreement
and utilises Travelport Express Loader, the auto-fare loading product. To further enhance the fare
distribution solution for Diversity Travel, Travelport is offering customised fare searching options which are
rule based and use minimal commands, thereby simplifying the process and saving valuable time.

Christopher Airey, Managing Director at Diversity Travel, said: “Entering into a new agreement with
Travelport as providers of industry-leading and innovative technology solutions will help us to offer our
customers even more choice and flexibility. Our customers fly to far-flung corners of the world, often at
short notice, so we needed a tailored technology solution to meet these requirements. In collaboration with
Travelport, we are able to further improve our services to our clients and we are looking forward to
developing our partnership.”

Simon Ferguson, Managing Director UK and Ireland at Travelport, said: “We are very pleased that
Diversity Travel has agreed a new deal with Travelport. Diversity Travel receives complex information and
is a business with very specific requirements, so we have developed a tailor-made technology solution
which uses custom functionality together with fare distribution tools. I would like to thank the Travelport
teams that worked in collaboration to meet Diversity Travel’s business objectives. We are looking forward

to working with Diversity Travel over the coming years by supporting the company’s evolving needs as a
specialist travel management company operating in a highly competitive environment.”

